
Mt. Dulcimer Arrangements
Sheet music will be sent by email as a PDF, or a hard copy can be sent by regular mail 
by adding $3.95 for s/h for up to 5 pages. Each arrangement is $5 unless otherwise 
noted. Order 5 and get a 5% discount, or order 10 and get a 10% discount. An MP3 is 
available on a CD for every arrangement for $1 ea. with a minimum order of 5, 
maximum of 17 per disk. For orders of fewer than 5, the MP3 will be sent by email as a 
Quick Time file. (FYI: The MP3 is  an audio transcription of the sheet music, and is not a 
live performance of the Mt. dulcimer playing the music.)

*Play Along Singles (live performance recordings) are available for some arrangements 
for $5 each, or compile 5 arrangements, a la carte’ on a disk for $15.

500 Miles - A very short, very easy arrangement in DAD. Sheet music PDF  just $2  
with any other order.

* Go Tell Aunt Rhody - A very short, Beginner finger picked arrangement in 
DAD which can be heard on my “Take Me Home” CD. Sheet Music PDF $2 with any 
other order.

Mari’s Wedding - 1 page Int. level arrangement in DGD using melody with 
chords. Techniques used include strumming, cross-picking and hammer-ons/pull-offs. 

Cluck Ol’ Hen.- 1-page Novice/Int. arrangement in DAD (capo 1st fret) using 
chord/melody strumming in which the melody moves across the strings... a very 
interesting arrangement using string -bending and slides. 

Fairy Waltz - Written in E minor, using a capo on 1st fret, this haunting 2-page 
waltz has a few chords that use all strings, but the melody stays on the melody string 
using the most simple chords to accompany. Intro is to be played on wind chimes. 
Tablature in DAD, Novice - Int. level. 

*Cold Frosty - Here is a 1-page slower version in A minor (tuned DGD - capo 1st 
fret) using strumming across all strings in a chord/melody style. Play-Along Single $5.



*Liza Jane - Full of energy, this Beg/Novice arrangement in DAD uses a “Power” 
Strum. The melody stays on the melody string, and there are optional chords. This one 
is available with a Play-Along Single for $5 or can be included with 4 others on an a la 
carte’ Play-Along compilation.

*Single Footin’ Horse - A 1-page arrangement in DAD for Int/Adv. players 
in which the left hand moves across the strings to play the melody as the right hand 
strums across all strings. Available with “Take Me Home” CD ($15),  as a Play-Along 
Single ($5), or included on compilation CD ($15).

* Carter Creek Stomp - A very rhythmical, arrangement in DAD for Beg/
Novice level, using a calypso strum for the right hand, with the left hand melody 
staying on the melody string. A great arrangement to sing and play. Use with Play 
Along single ($5) or 5-tune compilation ($15).

*Carter Creek Stomp, Extended- Int./Adv. level players can embellish 
this piece in DAD  with upper and lower neighbors and passing tones and use it as an 
instrumental solo. (Order both arrangements for a really interesting performance.)

*Amazing Grace - Beg/Novice one-page arrangement in DAD using chord-
melody style strumming. Included on “Take Me Home” CD, or use it with Play-Along 
single ($5) or 5-tune compilation ($15).

*Log Cabin Waltz - Tab in DAD, Int level. Uses 3-finger chords in chord/
melody strumming across all strings. Just one page, but its packed with energy. 
Available on Single ($5) or Play Along compilation CD ($15).

*Will The Circle Be Unbroken” - In DAA for Beg./Novice level using 
melody-drone style. Available on Play Along Single ($5) or 5-tune compilation ($15).

*Unclouded Day - Available in DAA or DGD. This is a Beg./Novice level 
arrangement in melody-drone style. The MP3 will be a direct transcription on the tab, 
but the play-along single and the 5-tune compilation CD would use the DGD one.



*Sweet Hour Of Prayer - Tab in DAD with fingerpicking for Novice/Int. 
level. Play along with MP3 (audio transcription) or Play Along single ($5) or 
compilation ($15).

Eriskay - This lovely tune is subtitled “Scottish Love Lilt” and is presented here in a 
2- page Int. finger picked version in DAD with 2 variations and a coda. Sheet music 
PDF $10 

*Shady Grove - 2 page arrangement for Int/Adv MD players, with tablature in 
DAD, using a capo at the 1st fret has an intro and a coda. Arranged for strumming 
across all strings as the melody moves from one string to another across all of the 
strings. Techniques used are slides along with hammer-ons. This arrangement can be 
used as instrumental solo, or to accompany singing, and you can hear it as an 
instrumental  on the “Take Me Home” CD.  Also available as a “Play Along Single” or 
include it in a 5-tune compilation. Sheet music PDF $10; MP3 $1; Play-Along Single $5; 
Take Me Home CD $15.

*Julie Ann Johnson - A fast 2-page fiddle tune in DAD with strumming 
across all strings in chord/melody style. Techniques include slides and pull offs. 
Fingering hints make this a good choice or the advancing beginner, and 2 variations 
make it interesting and challenging for the Intermediate or Advanced level. Use the MD 
Favorites Play Along CD to get the real feel of this tune, as though you were playing 
with your own dulcimer ensemble. Sheet Music PDF $10

*Hanged Man’s Reel - This fast fiddle tune arrangement in the key of A is 2 
pages of lively strumming. The tablature is in DAD with capo on 4th fret. Accents in the 
“C” section emphasize a syncopated rhythm. Play along with the MD Favorites Play 
Along CD ($15) as though you were playing with your own string band. Sheet Music 
PDF $10. 

*Jessica Waltz - Tab in DAD, Int. level. Uses bar chords in chord/melody 
strumming across all strings. Included in MD Favorites Play Along CD ($15) 2 page 
Sheet Music PDF $10.

To order, email Peggy: peggycarter77@gmail.com
Or call to pay by Credit Card: 281–370–9495
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